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1_About Insight Shanghai  

Founded by Shanghai Jiao Tong University and Style-Vision in 2008, Insight 

Shanghai is the only high-end conference on consumers and design trends in 

China. The event has been praised by governmental organizations and companies.  

Every year Insight Shanghai attracted more than 130 participants from 12 

countries and regions, many of whom are design directors, marketing directors, 

and business leaders. The participants come from a wide range of industries 

and fields, including as automobile, home appliance, telecommunication, 

cosmetics, textile, garment, luxury goods, coatings and fragrance. 

The previous sessions were hosted in Shanghai Lansheng Hotel, Shanghai Grand 

Mercure Baolong Hotel, New Bridge 8 (II), Shanghai International Industrial 

design center. 

A high-end conference on consumer and design trends, Insight Shanghai 

provides a strong guidance for the professionals of lifestyle industries.  

Insight Shanghai is the first high-end event on consumer and design trends in China. 

Previous editions covered the following themes:  

 2008: From global trend to local design application 

 2009: The sense of luxury in China and western world 

 2010: Chinese future youth 

 2011: City & sport 

 2012: Women’s affairs: the rise of female consumers 
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2_Theme > From a Chinese’s point of view, what is 
luxury feeling? 

In 2008, Insight Shanghai already focused on the sense of luxury from a 

global and Chinese perspective. In 2013, four years later, the 6th edition 

comes back on the luxury theme. Because luxury is forever an open question. 

During two days, our mission will be to explore how the design of products 

and services can help conveying a feeling of luxury?  

Across times and cultures, the definition of ‘luxury’ evolves. 
What are the definitions of luxury today in China and globally?  

Since the opening of China in the early 1990s, China economy has been 

growing  

and a new generation of affluent consumers appeared. Most luxury brands 

around 

the world came to China attracted by this great opportunity. Still, over 

the last decade, the Chinese consumers evolved. They are younger and 

increasingly sophisticated; they are less seeking for status symbol and 

value more luxury experiences.  

In this context, global brands have to adapt and adjust their strategies 

and answer a series of questions: : .  

Will the future luxury landscape divide into two markets : a niche of 

extreme luxury and a mainstream market? Will new industries such as 

healthcare or recreational activities expand into the luxury business ? 

Will China local brands become luxury brands and gain international 

recognition?  
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3_Agenda  

Insight Shanghai 2013, a conference and workshop to 
understand future consumers and imagine new business 
applications. 

The first day, the conference brings exclusive insights from 

trend specialists, sociologists and business experts. 

Presentations followed by discussions will provide 

participants with a comprehensive vision of the luxury 

feeling: social evolutions, consumer trends across different 

lifestyle industries, new business applications and design 

directions.  

The second day is the workshop day, participants, all 

marketing and design managers from different fields will be 

split into smaller groups. They will exchange ideas, mix 

practices, try to understand the luxury feeling in Chinese 

consumers’ eyes and then choose the targeting consumers for 

their companies. Each group will have to imagine a new 

product or service inspired by trends and relevant for the 

Chinese market.  
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4_Speakers and speaking topics 

1、“Chinese people’s life pleasure” 
Lu Xiaowen, – Head of Sociology Research Institute, Shanghai Institute of Social 
Studies 

2、“Luxury feeling in Chinese consumers’ eyes” 
John Fu, Associate professor, Head of Design Trend Institute，Shanghai Jiaotong 
University, School of Media and Design 

3、“The power of luxury”  
Agnes Kubiak, Founder and Creative Director of Style-Vision 

4、“The Chinese design in my eyes” 
Zhu Xiaojie, furniture design master, founder of OPAL Furniture 

5、“How DS express its French luxury feeling” 
Zhang Gangxia, Senior Manager of Colour and Material Department, Asian R & D 
Centre, PSA 

6、“How to transform good design into luxury brand”  
Michel Gutsatz, famous luxury brand expert, Euromed Marseilles 

9、“Sense of Luxury, China & the west (Vision 2013)” 

Agnes Kubiak, Founder and Creative Director of Style-Vision; John Fu, Associate professor, 
Head of Design Trend Institute，Shanghai Jiaotong University, School of Media and Design 

* No. 7, 8 and 9 will take place in workshop 

7、“2014-2015 Colour Trends” 
Xue Wei, Design Manager of Electronic Consumption Goods, PPG 

8、“Design of Luxury” 
Claudio Colucci, famous interior and product designer, mainly running his business 
in Europe and Japan 
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5_Participant fees 

1 day Conference: 350 Euros 

1 day Conference + 1 day Workshop: 700 Euros 

University 1 day discount ticket: 700 RMB  

(Only for graduate student or university teacher, only for first day’s forum) 

Fees exclude VAT (if any). 

Prices include documentation, lunch and cocktail of the day(s) you will attend. Prices do not include travel 

or accommodation expenses.  

If you need hotel recommendation, please contact Johnnie. 

Registration for international companies 

Contact:  

Linda 

Phone number: +86(21) 60491041  

Mobile phone: +86(21) 13296131041   

Email: mail@productdesignhub.com  
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Design Trend Institute, Shanghai Jiao Tong University 

Specialized in Chinese consumer lifestyle and aesthetic studies, the institute created 

and maintained 3 databases respectively on trend, color and shape. The institute 

introduced design trends concept and methodology into China and the institute team 

helps oversea companies to better understand local consumers’ differences and future 

trends, in order to find the product design’s best positioning for Chinese brands; 

the institute helps local enterprises to learn how to build up brand and design 

positioning based on the understanding of future consumers. Plus, the institute 

specializes in global color trends and new material research. 

Style-Vision Asia 

Expert in consumer insights and design trends, Style-Vision Asia provides full service 

consulting for product innovation and creative branding. Founded in 2001 in France and 

operating in China since 2008, Style-Vision Asia helps companies to anticipate future 

consumer needs, create innovative products and differentiate from competitors.  

Partners 

Shanghai Jiaotong – Euromed Management Kedge Dual-Degree Executive MBA 
program 

In 2008, Euromed Management Kedge Business School and Shanghai Jiaotong University 

established the dual-degree EMBA program. The Dual Degree EMBA is ranked 48 globally 

by Financial Times in 2012. This program enjoys a higher reputation and attracted 

senior executives from MNCs or Fortune 500 companies such as PWC, CIIC, Kodak, Volvo, 

Intel, Bertelsmann, etc.(www.AEMBA.com.cn) 

6_Hosts & partners 
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7_Previous participants 

Aurora震旦 

Baidu百度 

BASF巴斯夫 

Changhong长虹  

Cherry奇瑞汽车 

China Telecom中国电信 

Data Colors 

Decathlon迪卡侬 

Diageo帝亚吉欧 

Dow Corning道康宁 

Firmenich芬美意 

Fish design飞鱼设计 

FOTILE宁波方太 

Founder方正科技 

GAEI广汽研究院 

Haier海尔 

Hitachi日立  

HP惠普 

Idl 

Illuminas 

Ipsos益普索 

Jahwa上海家化 

Jasonwood 

KIA起亚汽车 

Lenovo联想 

Logitech罗技科技 

Louis Vuitton路易威登 

Luxepack 

Mane曼氏 

Mankiewicz美凯维奇 

Metan美天 

Midea美的 

OPPO欧珀移动通信 

Oxylane迪卡侬 

P&G宝洁 

Panasonaic松下 

Patac泛亚 

Pega派格 

Philips design飞利浦设计 

SAIC上海汽车 

SGMW上汽通用五菱 

S.Point Design指南设计 

Sherwin-Williams沙威涂料 

Ssangyong双龙汽车 

Swarovski施华洛世奇 

Symrise德之馨 

TCL 

Volkswagen大众汽车 

Whirpool惠而浦 

Yanfeng Visteon延锋伟世通  

The conference provides first-hand knowledge on Chinese and global 
consumers & markets from business, design and marketing professionals. 
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Shanghai International Design Exchange Center 

No.1080, Changyang Road, Yangpu District, Shanghai, China 
  

The 6th Insight Shanghai will take place at Shanghai International Design 

Exchange Center. 

 

Shanghai International Design Exchange Centre is a new creative centre managed 

by Shangtex. Focused on 4 key disciplines: industrial design, architecture, 

environmental design and visual art design, the centre gathers outstanding 

local and foreign design companies and promotes the latest design concepts and 

information. The centre aims at supporting design-driven brands and reinforces 

Shanghai design industry. 

8_Venue  
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9_Contacts 
Contact:  

Linda 

Phone number: +86(21) 60491041  

Mobile phone: +86(21) 13296131041   

Email: mail@productdesignhub.com  

Address: Qingxi Road, No. 601, Bld 41, Room 102, Changning District, Shanghai, China 

Post code: 200335 

 

By invitation only 

Confidentiality  

None of the presentations will be transmitted or published to outside partners or 

affiliates without the permission of the presenter.  

Cancellation policy 

In certain circumstances, Style-Vision permits registered participants to be replaced 

by another representative.  

Upon our confirmation letter and invoice, cancellation fees are as follows:  

More than eight calendar weeks before the event: no cancellation fee.  

Between six and eight calendar weeks before the event: 25% of the participant fee. 

Between four and six calendar weeks before the event: 50% of the participant fee. 

Between two and four calendar weeks before the event: 75% of the participant fee. 

Less than two calendar weeks before the event: 100% of the participant fee.  
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